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The aluminum honeycomb sandwich composite structure is commonly used in the 
aerospace and automotive applications where high strength to weight ratio is desirable. 
However the poor performance of the aluminum honeycomb sandwich composite 
structure in terms of the vibration damping and the sound transmission makes their 
applications limited. Studying the effect of different structural modifications on the 
damping has become an interesting area of research in past few decades. The present 
study addresses the effect of adding a mass on the composite beam at various locations 
on the damping loss factors for the modes of vibration present in the frequency range of 
interest. The experimental results are validated by comparing with a finite element 
analytical model. Also, another modification of drilling holes on one of the face sheets of 
the beam is studied. The holes drilled on the beam surface create a cellular resonator 
effect which has an impact on the damping loss factors of the beam. The concept of 
creating the cellular resonators is studied in detail using thermography testing with 
acoustic excitation. Finally, a correlation between the increase in the damping loss factors 
and increase in the temperature of the beam after excitation is obtained, supporting the 




CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
In today’s automobile industry, continuous attempts are being made to reduce the 
mass of the automobile as it is a proven fact that the amounts of emissions are highly 
influenced by the mass of the vehicle. Reduction in the total mass of the vehicle increases 
its fuel economy which is another important factor of the design of an automobile. While 
structural modifications of the components of the vehicle for reducing their mass without 
losing mechanical advantages is a direct way to attack the problem of mass reduction, 
recent developments in this issue include replacing conventional materials with the 
sandwich composite materials wherever possible. Because various combinations of core 
and skin material of the sandwich structure are possible, it is possible to achieve desirable 
mechanical properties such as stress, strain, stiffness, shearing and bending behavior, 
thermo mechanical properties of these composites materials. 
As shown in the Figure 1.1, a typical sandwich structure consists of a thick, 
lightweight core material sandwiched between two stiff, strong and relatively thin sheets 
by using an adhesive between them. Common core materials include hollow structures 






Figure 1.1: Details of sandwich structure. 
The surface material or face sheets can either be made of metals such as aluminum, 
mild steel or can be made of pre impregnated composite fibers such as carbon fibers, 
fiberglass into the already existing matrix material such as epoxy which is also known as 
prepreg. It is an interesting area of research to understand the effect of various 
combinations and configurations of core and skin materials on mechanical properties of 
the composite and this has been addressed extensively in past few years. In the present 
study, aluminum honeycomb structure which is highly periodic in nature is used as a core 
and fiberglass prepreg is used as a face sheet material bonded together by a film adhesive. 
This material was chosen by considering factors such as strength to weight ratio, cost, 
availability of aluminum honeycomb panels and ability to manufacture the composite 
material at Composite Lab of School of Aviation Technology, Purdue University. 
While aluminum honeycomb sandwich structure has high specific stiffness and 




satisfactory where properties such as fatigue, impact resistance, sound transmission and 
vibration are of top priority. Noise and vibrations experienced by a passenger in the 
vehicle is itself a very important and challenging problem of the automobile industry. 
Thus understanding the dynamic behavior of aluminum honeycomb sandwich structures 
in automobile applications is necessary. The motivation of this study is to reduce the 
vibrations experienced by a passenger in the automobile whose some components are 
made up of the sandwich composite material. The focus of this thesis is on exploring 
different ways to increase damping of aluminum honeycomb sandwich structure. In the 
present study, damping loss factor calculated from half power bandwidth method is used 
as a criterion of comparison of vibration performance of the baseline and modified 
structures.  
1.2 Problem Background 
In order to increase the damping of the automobile structure, it is important to 
understand the energy flow through the structure. There are two kinds of excitations for 
which a response of an automobile structure is crucial: structure-borne excitations which 
dominate at low frequencies (e.g. < 500 Hz), and air-borne excitations, which dominate at 
higher frequencies. Structure-borne excitations can be directly linked to vibrations 
generated by the engine and transmission that couple to the structure through the 
respective mounts and also the vibrations generated by the tire-road interactions coupling 
to the structure through the suspension system. Air-borne excitations are generated due to 
interaction of the vehicle with the surrounding air through which the vehicle moves. The 




structure and gets dissipated by various loss mechanisms; some gets re-radiated back to 
the environment as well as into the passenger compartment as noise.  
In this study the frequency range of interest is from 0-4000 Hz.  Therefore, both 
structure-borne and air-borne vibrations are of interest.  In order to reduce the response of 
the vehicle to both these types of excitations, the damping capabilities of the honeycomb 
sandwich structure must be increased. One way to increase the damping of the 
honeycomb sandwich structure is to disrupt the periodicity of the core. The present study 
explores two ways of achieving the disruption by adding discrete mass on the beam at 
different locations and by creating holes of suitable diameters at locations on one of the 
face sheet of the sandwich structure. Perforations of skin at various locations contribute 
in creating cellular resonators in the structure which is expected to have an impact on the 
vibratory response of the beam. The goal of this study is to understand the vibration 
performance of aluminum honeycomb sandwich composite structure and the effect of 
structural modifications for increased specific damping within the frequency range of 
interest. 
1.3 Review of Past Work 
The vibration response of a sandwich structure has been studied in details for many 
years. Various modal parameter estimation techniques have been used to calculate 
resonant frequencies and damping loss factors (DLFs) for first few modes of vibration. 
For the present study, the resonant frequencies were obtained by analyzing the mode 




were calculated from half power bandwidth method applied on the FRFs obtained at 
various locations on the beam [1]. 
Studying the vibration characteristics of beams with sandwich structure by both 
analytical and experimental approach is itself a great area of research for many years. 
Maheri and Adams [2] studied damping of a sandwich beam under steady state flexural 
vibration by both analytical and experimental approach. Damping of constituent parts i.e. 
face sheet and core were studied individually and a method to predict the damping of a 
sandwich structure from that of the constituents was proposed. Various combinations of 
skin made of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) and Glass Reinforced Plastic 
(GRP) and core made of Nomex or Aluminum honeycomb were considered in this study 
and the effect of skin fiber angle on the damping of the sandwich structure for first few 
modes were studied in detail. The results show a high degree of interdependence between 
the contribution of either the skin or the core in overall damping. Rengi and Shankar 
Narayan [3] calculated loss factors of aluminum honeycomb core and CFRP skin 
sandwich composite panels by half power bandwidth method applied to FRFs obtained 
from experimental data. The average values of damping loss factors for different 
frequency ranges for this composite structure are provided in this study. While studying 
vibration and acoustical properties of sandwich composites, Li [4] used polyurethane 
foam filled honeycomb structures. He found that the core thickness affects total bending 
stiffness and thus the damping of the sandwich structure for the fundamental mode. He 
then applied a double layer i.e. another layer of skin material on both sides of the baseline 




structure is dependent on the frequency range of interest and thus needs to be 
implemented accordingly.  
Impulsive excitation methods have also been used for studying the vibration 
behavior of fiber reinforced composite materials. The half power bandwidth method is 
used to calculate the damping loss factor. Also the presence of a defect, damage and 
degradation in composites was studied in detail [5]. In another study, an approximate 
method to obtain loss factors and resonant frequencies of a three layer sandwich beam 
under fixed boundary conditions was suggested [6]. It was found out from the analytical 
expressions developed that the loss factor of a sandwich beam is dependent on the core 
shear modulus, geometrical parameter and shear parameter of the beam. The goal of the 
present study is not to increase the DLFs by changing any one of these parameters but to 
study the effect of structural modifications on the DLFs of the modes of the vibration in 
the frequency range of interest.  
The effect of mass addition on uniform as well as sandwich structure beams under 
different boundary conditions is widely studied. The combined analytical and 
experimental approach was used in order to understand the effect of mass addition and its 
location on uniform cantilever beam on its natural frequencies for the first four modes [7]. 
It was found that the first natural frequency decreases as the same mass is moved from 
fixed to free end of the beam. However the effect of location of mass addition on the 
natural frequencies of higher modes was not clear from this study. This study was limited 
to studying change in resonant frequencies and not the damping loss factors of 
corresponding modes. Low [8] has studied the effect of mass added at the antinode of 




conditions. Experimental and analytical investigations help to understand the trend in 
change in natural frequencies for first three modes as the amount of mass added at the 
center is changed for the beam with the built in type boundary conditions. It is found that 
for cantilever type boundary conditions, the frequency of the first mode of vibration 
reaches half of the original frequency when the mass added at the tip is equal to the mass 
of the beam. In the subsequent research [9], Low has proposed an equivalent center 
method for frequency analysis of simply supported beam carrying a mass along the 
length of the beam. The effect of the mass added at any point on the beam on its natural 
frequency can be predicted in terms of the effect of mass added at the center of the beam 
by this method. However this analysis was limited to simply supported and built in type 
boundary conditions applied to uniform beams only. Similar approach will be followed in 
the present study for the composite beam with cantilever boundary conditions. The effect 
of the mass added will be studied not only on the resonant frequencies for first few modes 
but also on the damping loss factors for the same.  
Further narrowing the focus to study effect of mass addition on particularly 
sandwich beams it was found that few researchers have contributed significantly in this 
area. Theoretical investigations of dynamic behavior of cantilever beam, partially covered 
with constrained layer damping and carrying an end tip mass were carried out [10]. It was 
found from the theoretical as well as finite element model that the damping loss factor of 
the first mode of the beam is a result of contribution of constrained layer damping and the 
tip mass added. It increases as the constrained layer length is increased. Also an optimum 
value of core shear modulus was obtained for maximum loss factor of the beam. 




characteristics of the double sandwich layer cantilever beam with and without mass [11]. 
It was found out that the damping loss factor increases for increased length of the 
damping layer but decreases as the end mass is increased. Theoretical model for 
sandwich beams with an end mass and boundary conditions are particularly useful for the 
present study. 
Apart from the single mass addition concept, a concept of creating cellular 
resonators on the beam is studied in detail for its effect on the damping loss factors for 
the vibration modes within the frequency range of interest. The concept of cellular 
resonators can be easily implemented on the honeycomb sandwich structure as 
honeycomb cavities are naturally available. This idea is widely used in acoustic liner 
which is similar to the honeycomb sandwich structure but one of its face sheet perforated.  
Figure 1.2 shows the details of such acoustic liner. 
 




The performance of a Helmholtz resonator for sound transmission loss was studied 
in detail by Li [12]. When a Helmholtz resonator is placed in a sound field at a resonant 
frequency of the resonator, air trapped inside the cavity stores potential energy. Due to 
the difference created between acoustical impedance at the open and closed end of the 
resonator, sound level inside the resonator goes up and this energy is then dissipated into 
heat. Effect of creating the acoustic resonator in naturally available cavities of 
honeycomb core on the increase in sound transmission loss is a vast area of study. 
Hannick has implemented the resonator technique on honeycomb core sandwich 
composite structure by perforating one of the face sheets of the structure [13]. 
Honeycomb panel with one of the face sheets perforated was found to have a higher 
sound transmission loss than that of the baseline panel i.e. the panel without any 
perforations on the face sheets. In the present study, vibration damping performance of 
the beam with cellular resonators is addressed. 
1.4 Thesis Statement 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the effect of the following structural 
modifications on the damping loss factors for the modes of vibration within the frequency 
range of interest: 0-4000 Hz of aluminum honeycomb sandwich structure composite 
beam.  
1. Adding a lumped mass at various locations along the length of the beam 
2. Drilling holes of specific diameters which will create cellular resonators on one of the 
face sheet of the sandwich structure at anti nodal locations of modes in the frequency 




An experimental approach is followed for determining the natural frequencies of the 
baseline and modified beams with cantilever type boundary conditions within the 
frequency range of interest. The half power bandwidth method is used to calculate the 
corresponding damping loss factor which is the comparison criterion for the modified 
beams over the baseline composite beam. The experimental results are compared with 
those obtained from the appropriate analytical model. An attempt is made to understand 
the functioning of the cellular resonators by studying the temperature change of the 





CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
After reviewing the past work related to the damping of the aluminum honeycomb 
sandwich composite structure in the previous chapter, the potential ways of increasing the 
specific damping of the composite beam are discussed in the present chapter. This 
chapter is subdivided into two sections. The motivation behind the two modifications of 
the baseline composite beam considered in the present study is discussed in the first 
section while the calculation of the comparison metric, i.e. the damping loss factor, is 
explained in the second section. 
2.1 Potential Ways to Increase Specific Damping of the Composite 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the aluminum honeycomb sandwich structure 
offers poor damping to the vibration and acoustic input energy. Hence the potential 
modifications of the honeycomb composite structure that will help increase its damping 
performance and are convenient for implementation without a significant addition in the 
cost is a vast area for research. The following structural modifications have proved their 
effectiveness in increasing the specific damping of the sandwich composite structure. 
2.1.1 Addition of Mass 
When the increase in the damping of the system is achieved by adding an external 
mass, there is always a tradeoff between the two. Especially in automobile applications, 




optimum amount of the mass added to the system needs to be calculated for the 
application of increasing the damping. In particular, the addition of mass to the aluminum 
honeycomb sandwich structure is achieved in the following forms: 
2.1.1.1 Constrained Layer Damping: 
An increase in the damping loss factors of the honeycomb sandwich structure is 
achieved by adding a viscous damping layer between the honeycomb core and the skin 
material [14]. The thickness of the damping layer can be selected based on the desirable 
total weight of the structure depending on the application. However this modification is 
implemented at the manufacturing stage of the honeycomb structure. 
2.1.1.2 Particle Dampers: 
This technique is similar to a bean-bag technique. To increase the DLFs of the 
honeycomb structure, particle dampers are inserted in the existing honeycomb cavities of 
the structure. When the structure starts vibrating, these particle dampers offer an 
additional path to dissipate the vibration energy by colliding against each other. The 
selection of size and the density of the particle dampers is again subjected to the total 
weight restrictions of the structure for a particular application. Many researchers have 
studied the effect of inserting particle dampers in honeycomb sandwich structures. A 
detailed experimental investigation was carried out on the vibration behavior of 
honeycomb sandwich composites with particle dampers in the form of solder balls 
inserted in the honeycomb cells [15]. It was found that a significant reduction in the peak 




added mass has a minimal effect on the natural frequencies thus keeping the modal 
properties of the baseline structure unchanged. Similar particle damper treatment was 
studied by Liu Ku [16]. The study provides a comparison of analytical and experimental 
damping loss factor values for the baseline and modified beam. The optimum mass to be 
added in terms of particle dampers for increase in the DLF was found both analytically 
and experimentally. The implementation of particle damper treatment in honeycomb 
sandwich structures also requires the insertion of the dampers before laying up the second 
face sheet on the core of the sandwich structure. 
As the above mentioned modifications are already studied and their implementation 
requires the addition of mass at the manufacturing stage of the honeycomb sandwich 
composite structure, these modifications were not considered in the present study. 
However in order to understand the effect of mass addition on the damping of the already 
available composite beams, a single mass was added at different locations on the top 
surface of the beam. In this modification, a 5 gm mass was added to the beam whose total 
mass was 60 gm. The effect of this modification on the DLFs of the baseline beam is 
discussed in the Chapter 4. 
2.1.2 Creating Cellular Resonators 
As explained in the Chapter 1, an acoustic liner is added between the honeycomb 
core and the face sheet of the honeycomb sandwich structure in order to increase the 
sound transmission loss of the composite material. Again this change has to be 
incorporated at the manufacturing stage and thus was not selected for the present study. 




were drilled on one of the face sheet of the composite beam. From a sound transmission 
loss stand point, the holes drilled on the face sheet and the already existing hexagonal 
shaped honeycomb cavities beneath the holes create a similar structure to the Helmholtz 
resonators on the beam. Hence in order to dissipate the vibro-acosutic input energy by 
creating the cellular resonator effect, the diameters of the holes were selected by 
considering the following factor: 
a) The resonant frequencies of the cellular resonators: 
A cellular resonator gets activated by the external excitation at its resonant frequency.  
When the resonator is excited, the air inside the cavity starts vibrating and offers 
additional damping. The resonant frequency of the Helmholtz resonator is given by 






  𝐻𝑧     (2.1) 





Table 2.1: The values of the parameters used in the resonant frequency expression of 
cellular resonator. 
Parameter Description Value 
𝑐 




Area of Cross Section of the 
throat of the resonator 





Volume of the Hexagonal 
Cavity 
(Refer Figure 2.1) 
66.523e-6 𝑚3 
L 
Length of the Throat of the 
Resonator 
(Thickness of the Face Sheet) 
(Refer Figure 2.1) 
0.001 𝑚 
 
The terminology and the overall dimensions used in the Table 2.1 are identified in the 







Figure 2.1: The schematic front and top view of the cellular resonator. 
A detailed calculation of the volume of the hexagonal cavity is explained in 
Appendix A. Considering the frequency range of interest of the present study, the range 
of hole diameters is obtained. Back calculating from Equation 1, the hole diameters were 
chosen to be between 0 mm – 2.2 mm in order to create a cellular resonator effect on the 
beam after excitation. A total of three hole diameters were chosen in this range so that the 
resonant frequency of the resonator created by that hole is at or near the natural 
Hexagonal Cavity 
The Schematic Front View 
The Schematic Top View 
Throat 
17 
frequencies of the beam. The readily available drill bits were of the diameter 0.4 mm, 0.8 
mm and 1.4 mm. The resonant frequencies of the resonators created from the above hole 
diameters are shown in Figure 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.2: The resonant frequencies of the selected hole diameters. 
As seen in the Figure 2.2, a black diamond represents the selected hole diameter 
and the corresponding resonant frequency. The black dotted lines represent the first five 
natural frequencies of the baseline beam obtained from the impact testing experiments 
whose results are explained in the Chapter 4. Once the diameter of the holes were decided, 
the following criteria were also important while finalizing the design of this concept: 
a) The number of holes to be drilled 
b) The location of the holes on the beam. 

























The number of holes to be drilled was selected based on intuitive judgment such that the 
effect of holes would be seen on the DLFs of the entire beam. Approximately 20 holes of 
each of the above selected diameters were drilled. The locations of the holes to be drilled 
were selected near the anti-nodal locations of the modes whose natural frequencies are 
near the resonant frequency of the cellular resonator created by the corresponding hole. 
Because the anti-node of the mode has a maximum displacement when vibrating at the 
corresponding natural frequency, the selection of locations of the holes maximizes the 
volume of the air that the corresponding resonator can interact with. Figure 2.3 shows the 
schematic diagram of the beam and the locations of the holes of different diameters. 
 
Figure 2.3: The schematic diagram of cellular resonator concept showing the size and the 
location of the different holes. 
In Figure 2.3, the red, blue and green dots represent the holes diameters equal to 0.4 mm, 
0.8 mm and 1.4 mm, respectively. 
In this way, the design of the cellular resonator concept was finalized and its effect 
on the DLFs of the beam for the first five modes of vibration is studied in detail. This is 
explained in the subsequent chapters. 
2.2 Calculation of the Damping Loss Factor from Half Power Bandwidth Method 
Because the present study addresses the effect of various structural modifications on 
the baseline beam of the aluminum honeycomb sandwich composite structure on the 




beam. Throughout the study, the damping loss factor (DLF) of each mode of vibration 
calculated from the half power bandwidth method is used as the comparison metric. The 
half power bandwidth method considers the peak frequency value of the frequency 
response function (FRF) of the system as well as the width of the FRF near the same peak 
for determining the DLF of the mode under consideration. The experimental and 
analytical procedure of obtaining the FRF of the beam is explained in the Chapter 3. The 
DLF is calculated from the following equation: 
η=∆𝑓𝑛
𝑓𝑛
     (2.2) 
where ∆𝑓𝑛 is the half power bandwidth of the FRF and 𝑓𝑛 is the natural frequency of the 
𝑛𝑡ℎ mode of vibration. The half power bandwidth is the frequency width corresponding 
to 1 √2⁄  times the value of the peak amplitude in the FRF for the mode under 
consideration. Figure 2.4 shows the implementation of the half power bandwidth method 





Figure 2.4: The implementation of the half power bandwidth method. 
In Figure 2.4, the five distinct peaks occur at the natural frequencies of the five modes of 
vibration of the beam. The green circles represent the peak values of FRF and the red 
circles represent the half power bandwidth points for each mode. The DLFs obtained 
from the above FRF are shown in Figure 2.5. 























Figure 2.5: DLFs calculated from the half power bandwidth method. 
The MATLAB code developed for the calculation of the DLF from the half power 
bandwidth method is given in Appendix B. 
In this way, a method to calculate the comparison metric, i.e. the DLFs, of the 
modes of the beam in the frequency range of interest was finalized to assess the effect of 
the addition of mass and creating the cellular resonators on the damping of the baseline 
composite beam. The experimental and analytical approach and corresponding results are 
discussed in the subsequent chapters. 






















CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL MODEL APPROACH 
In the previous chapter, the potential ways to increase the damping loss factors of 
the honeycomb sandwich composite beam are discussed in detail. The two concepts 
chosen for the present study are the concept of single mass addition and the concept of 
cellular resonators. In order to understand the effect of the above concepts on the DLFs 
with respect to the baseline beam, it is necessary to have a standard experimental as well 
as analytical approach for the baseline beam and any modified beams. The present 
chapter is divided into three sections. The experimental test setup and procedure for 
impact testing is described in the first section. The second section provides an illustration 
for the analytical approach followed for the impact testing of the beams. The third section 
provides an explanation about the motivation behind the thermography tests, description 
of test setup and the test procedure. 
3.1 Experimental Approach for Impact Testing 
As explained in the Chapter 2, a half power bandwidth method is used to calculate 
the DLFs of the modes of vibration of the beam in the frequency range of interest. The 
impact testing is carried out on all the beams to obtain the frequency response functions 
(FRFs) required for the half power bandwidth method. A design of a test fixture is 





3.1.1 Design of the test fixture 
The dimensions of the composite beam were chosen to be 16”X 1.5” X 0.5”. A test 
fixture was designed and fabricated which is shown in Figure 3.1. A steel block with a 
square notch machined to the width of the beam was used as a base of the fixture.  The 
provision of a notch ensures that any side-to-side motion of the beam is minimized and it 
also provides a method for keeping the free length of all the beam samples undergoing 
impact testing to be constant. A steel plate slides onto two mounting screws which are 
tightened to clamp the beam in place. The depth of the notch is less than the height of the 
beam to ensure that the motion of the clamped part of the beam in the vertical direction is 
minimized. A torque wrench was used to apply a constant value of torque on the screws 
for each test. The fixture with the beam tightened inside the slot was attached to the table 
using two C-clamps. 
 
Figure 3.1: The components of a test fixture: A steel block with a square notch, top steel 




3.1.2 Procedure for Impact Testing 
Once a beam was clamped in the fixture, the impact testing was carried out on the 
beam. An impact hammer (Model number: PCB 086C01) with a metal tip was selected as 
a source of excitation and a single axis accelerometer (Model Number: PCB 352C23) 
was used to measure the response of the beam. Figure 3.2 shows the schematic diagram 






The following test procedure was followed throughout the impact testing: 
1. A beam was struck by an impact hammer at fourteen locations shown in Figure 3.2 by 
black circles and the acceleration response of the beam at each point was measured by 
a sensor placed at a location shown by a diamond in the Figure 3.2. 
2. The acceleration response and the impact force in time domain were converted into 
frequency spectra by using the Discrete Fourier Transform algorithm in MATLAB 
and the corresponding frequency response function (FRF) was obtained. 
3. The above two steps were repeated five times at every impact location. The average 
FRF values are calculated which contribute to a single impact data set. 
4. The natural frequencies of the beam in the frequency range of interest were identified 
and recorded from the FRFs. 









5. A half power bandwidth method as explained in Chapter 2 was applied on the FRFs 
to obtain the damping loss factors for identified modes of vibration of the beam. 
3.1.3 Validation of the performance of the test fixture 
An aluminum beam (Al 6061T6) whose dimensions are 16” X 1.5” X 0.5” with 
known material properties is first tested with the procedure described above. The natural 
frequencies of first six modes of the beam are calculated from the standard Bernoulli 
Euler beam theory [17]. For a cantilever type boundary condition, the following 







 𝐻𝑧     (3.1) 
The values of all the parameters are given in the Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: The values of the parameters used in the equation for natural frequency. 
Parameter Description Value 
E 




Moment of Inertia of cross 




Mass of the beam per unit 
length 
1.3064 kg/m 




Furthermore, the values of a modal parameter 𝛼𝑛 and corresponding analytical values of 
natural frequencies are given in the Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2: The analytical values of natural frequencies of the aluminum beam. 
Mode 𝜶𝒏 𝒇𝒏 (Hz) 
1 1.8751 62.75 
2 4.6941 393.22 
3 7.8539 1100.79 
4 10.9956 2157.61 
5 14.1372 3566.66 
6 17.279 5328.09 
 
In order to validate the performance of a test fixture, the analytical values of natural 
frequencies for first six modes are compared with those obtained from the experiments. 
For the aluminum beam testing, only four impact locations were chosen at an increasing 
distance from the fixed end. Table 3.3 summarizes the natural frequencies obtained from 
the impact data at each of these locations.  The percentage error is then calculated 





Table 3.3: The natural frequencies of aluminum beam for the first six modes and 
comparison with the analytical values. 
Resonant frequencies (Hz) for First Six modes of Al Beam(16"x1.5"x0.5") 
Distance from the 
root 
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 6 
1.5 " 113.25 422.25 1169.50 2146.50 3603.00 5358.00 
5 " 113.00 422.00 1169.00 2145.00 3604.00 5354.00 
10 " 113.00 422.00 1169.00 2144.00 3596.00 5350.00 
14 " 113.00 422.00 1169.00 2144.50 3602.00 5353.00 
Average Modal 
Frequency 
113.06 422.06 1169.13 2145.00 3601.25 5353.75 
Analytical 
Results 
62.75 393.22 1100.79 2157.61 3566.66 5328.09 
% Error 80.1 7.32 6.21 0.58 0.96 0.48 
  
As it is clear from the Table 3.3, the percentage error between the experimental and 
analytical natural frequencies is within the range of acceptance for all the modes except 
the first mode. The higher deviation of the experimental natural frequency for the first 
mode from its analytical value can be attributed to the low signal to noise ratio observed 
in the FRF at lower frequencies. Also the analytical expression obtained for the first 
mode does not take into account the experimental clamped length of the beam which 
makes the actual beam stiffer than the analytical beam. This results in the higher value of 




As for the present study, the comparison metric for the composite beams is the 
damping ratios of the modes of vibration of the beam in the frequency range of interest. 
Hence a comparison between the experimental and analytical values of the natural 
frequencies is not sufficient for validating the experimental approach. The damping ratios 
are also calculated for the aluminum beam using the half power bandwidth method. The 
experimental and analytical values for the damping ratios for the first six modes of the 
aluminum beam were compared. The analytical values of the damping ratio for the 
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Table 3.4: The values of the parameters used in the Zener damping model. 
Parameter Description Value 
𝛼 
Coefficient of Thermal 
Expansion 
23.6 μm/m-K 
E Young’s Modulus of Elasticity 68.9e9 Pa 
T 
Temperature of the beam  
(~ Room temperature) 
293 K 
Cp Specific Heat 896 J/kg-K 
𝜌 Material Density 2700 kg/m3 
h Thickness of the Beam 0.0127 m 
κ Thermal Conductivity of Al 167 W/m-K 
𝜔 Angular Frequency 6.28 – 37700 rad/s 
 
The values of the above parameters are standard available values for aluminum 
(Al6061T6) [22, 23, and 24]. The variation of the damping ratio as a function of 
frequency for both the experimental and the analytical model is shown in Figure 3.3. The 
red circles represent the values of damping ratios for various impact locations and the red 





Figure 3.3: Comparison of the analytical and experimental values for the damping ratios 
for first six modes of aluminum beam. 
It is seen in Figure 3.3 that except for the fundamental mode of vibration, the 
damping ratios from experimental results and those from the Zener damping model do 
not differ at higher frequencies. This comparison leads to the following conclusions: 
1. A beam of dimensions 16”X1.5”X0.5” can be impact tested in the designed test 
fixture in order to calculate its modal parameters such as natural frequencies and 
the damping. 
2. The minimum deviation observed in the experimental results for both the natural 
frequencies and the damping ratios with their standard available analytical values 




























of the aluminum beam validates the experimental approach of impact testing and 
the half power bandwidth method discussed in the previous section. 
3.1.4 Verification of the repeatability of Boundary Conditions 
Once a standard experimental approach was finalized, it was necessary to check the 
performance of the test fixture in terms of the consistent boundary conditions to be 
applied on the beam. In any vibration testing, the boundary conditions applied to the test 
specimen play a major role in determining the specimen’s response to the excitation. 
Thus the repeatability of the test fixture was studied by removing the aluminum beam 
from the fixture and replacing it again after every impact data set was collected. In this 
way, five impact data sets were collected for the fixed sensor location as shown in the 
Figure 3.2 and the impact location being 1.5” away from the clamped end. The same 
process was repeated with another impact location being 5” away from the clamped end. 
The impact locations in the above two cases were selected by avoiding the nodes of the 
first six modes of vibration of the aluminum beam under consideration. Any change in 
the boundary conditions will change the FRFs of the beam changing the damping ratios 
accordingly. Thus the parameter of comparison was the damping ratio for the first six 
modes of vibration to check the repeatability of the fixture. Figure 3.4 shows the results 





Figure 3.4: Comparison of the damping ratios for repeatability test. 
As seen in the Figure 3.4, the damping ratios for the aluminum beam with two different 
impact locations do not differ from each other significantly even though the beam is re-
clamped in the fixture after every impact data test is completed. This proves that the 
consistent boundary conditions are applied by the test fixture on the beam. 
In this way, the performance of the test fixture was validated by using an aluminum 
beam with known properties. The designed test fixture was ready to use for the impact 
testing on the honeycomb sandwich composite beam and any modified beams. These 
results are discussed in detail the next chapter. The following section gives more insight 
into the analytical approach followed for the composite beams throughout the study. 
 
























1.5" from the root




3.2 Analytical Approach 
Analytical modeling of a honeycomb sandwich structure is a wide area of study. 
While a significant development is observed in predicting the dynamic behavior of the 
honeycomb sandwich structure using commercially available finite element techniques, 
high computation time required for the analysis is a major issue. Thus many researchers 
have proposed a simpler homogenized model for modeling the honeycomb sandwich 
structure which has a good agreement in prediction of its dynamic properties. The 
motivation to develop the analytical model in the present study is to compare the change 
in the dynamic behavior of modified and baseline beams with respect to the change 
observed in the experimental results. 
3.2.1 Approximate Analytical Model 
The parameters of comparisons in the present study are natural frequencies and 
damping loss factors for the modes of vibrations within the frequency range of interest 
which are global properties of the system. Thus a simpler approach of modeling with 
lesser computational time was used. The aluminum honeycomb sandwich beam was 
modeled as a beam made up of a solid with material properties being same as the overall 
material properties of the composite sandwich structure. The modal frequencies of the 
beam depend upon material properties such as density, flexural rigidity and geometrical 
properties such as overall dimensions of the beam. Figure 3.5 shows the representation of 
approximate analytical model with honeycomb sandwich structure having different 
flexural rigidity, density and thickness for skin and core material on the left and a solid 






Core Material                
ρc, (EI)c, tc 
Skin Material                
ρs, (EI)s, ts Model Approximation 
Equivalent Solid   
ρeq, (EI)eq, teq 
selection of the equivalent material properties is discussed later. As the purpose of the 
present study is to understand the effect of structural modifications of the baseline 
composite beam for the change in specific damping, this approximate modeling approach 






3.2.2 Selection of Beam Theory 
It is observed in the past work that a Timoshenko beam theory is widely used in 
order to predict the behavior of the sandwich composite structure for prediction of its 
different modes of failure. However no significant research was found focusing on the 
modeling of the composite sandwich structure for studying its dynamic behavior. In the 
present study, a conventional Euler Bernoulli beam theory is used over the Timoshenko 
beam theory for reasons discussed here. The FRFs of the composite beam obtained from 
the experiments were independent of the amplitude of the impact force. Thus the 
response of the composite beam was linear in nature. Also first five modes of vibration of 
the beam exist in the frequency range of interest whose wavelength is clearly higher than 
the thickness of the beam. After completing the impact testing on the different beam 
samples, no shear deformations were observed. Thus the analytical model in the present 
Figure 3.5: Representation of the approximate analytical model. 
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study is based on the linear Euler Bernoulli beam theory which is explained in detail in 
the next section. 
3.2.3 Finite Element Modeling using Euler Bernoulli Beam Theory 
A honeycomb sandwich composite beam was modeled by using finite element 
beam elements. According to this method, two nodes of every beam element have 
translational and rotational degrees of freedom and are subjected to transverse force only. 
Using a standard finite element approach, a mass matrix for each beam element is 
obtained as follows [17]: 
[𝑚] =  𝜌𝐴𝑙
420
�
156 22𝑙 54 −13𝑙
22𝑙 4𝑙2 13𝑙 −3𝑙2
54 13𝑙 156 −22𝑙
−13𝑙 −3𝑙2 −22𝑙 4𝑙2
�     (3.4) 
where ρ is the density (kg/m3), A is the area of cross section (m2) and l is the length (m) 
of each beam element. Similarly a stiffness matrix for each beam element is computed 
from following expression: 
[𝑘] =  𝐸𝐼𝑙3 �
12 6𝑙 −12 6𝑙
6𝑙 4𝑙2 −6𝑙 2𝑙2
−12 −6𝑙 12 −6𝑙
6𝑙 2𝑙2 −6𝑙 4𝑙2
�            (3.5) 
where E is the Young’s Modulus of elasticity (N/m2) and I is the moment of inertia of 
area of cross section of the beam about its neutral axis (m4) of each beam element. A 
global mass and stiffness matrix is then obtained by assembling individual beam element 
mass and stiffness matrices. A global damping matrix is calculated whose selection is 
discussed in detail in the next section. A system of equations of motion to be solved is as 
follows: 




where N is the total number of nodes ((N-1) beam elements) and {q}2NX1 is the global 
displacement vector containing the translational and rotational DOF of each node. This 
system is solved using already developed MATLAB code with Newmark’s algorithm 
[25]. The cantilever type boundary conditions used in the experiments are modeled by 
assuming a spring connection of very high stiffness value to the nodes corresponding to 
the actual clamping length. The values of material and geometrical properties are 
summarized in Table 3.5. The value of overall Young’s modulus of the composite beam 
was selected to best match the experimental values of natural frequencies within the 
frequency range of interest. 
Table 3.5: Analytical model parameters. 

















End spring stiffness 








The external force used in the analytical model was determined by performing a 
curve fit of the impact force used in the experiments. The force was applied at a node that 
corresponded to the impact locations used in the experiments.  In order to compare the 
results obtained from the analytical model with those from the experiments, an FRF from 
the analytical model needs to be calculated. This was done by dividing an acceleration 
response at each node (?̈?) by the corresponding nodal external force in the frequency 
domain. A half power bandwidth method is then applied to the FRF at the node 
corresponding to the sensor location used in the experiments. The damping loss factors 
for first five modes of vibration of baseline beam and its modifications are calculated. In 
the analytical model, the selection of two parameters was crucial which are as follows: 
1) The number of beam elements,  
2) The value of proportional constants in the expression for the damping matrix.  
This selection process is discussed in the following sections. 
3.2.3.1 Selection of Number of Elements 
In any finite element modeling, the mesh size is an important factor where the 
accuracy of the finite element solution is concerned. Thus in the present analytical model, 
a convergence study was performed to determine the number of nodes to be used to 
predict the first five modal frequencies of the beam with the least deviation from that of 
the experiments. The modal frequencies were obtained for increasing number of nodes. 





Figure 3.6: A convergence study for the analytical beam model. 
As seen in the Figure 3.6, there is a minimum deviation for first, second and third modal 
frequency for different number of nodes used. However the modal frequencies for fourth 
and fifth mode slowly converge with the experimental results as the number of nodes is 
increased. The number of nodes was not increased further in order to avoid the 
inaccuracy in the solution due to smaller aspect ratio of the elements. (In finite element 
modeling, the aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of longest to the shortest dimension of 
the element.) It was found that the least deviation of natural frequencies for the first five 
modes was observed when seventeen nodes or in other words sixteen beam elements 
were used for the analysis. Table 3.6 shows the actual values of modal frequencies from 




































experimental results and those from the analytical model with seventeen nodes and 
percentage error. 






with N=17 (Hz) 
% Error 
Mode 1 72 68 5.55 
Mode 2 437 424 2.97 
Mode 3 1170 1188 -1.54 
Mode 4 2051 2321 -13.16 
Mode 5 3465 3831 -10.56 
 
Hence for the further analysis, the number of nodes used in the model will be seventeen. 
3.2.3.2 Selection of Damping Matrix 
It is clear from the experimental results that no specific trend was observed in the 
damping loss factor as a function of natural frequencies of the composite beam. Thus a 
damping matrix based on Rayleigh’s damping with only stiffness proportional term was 
used. As one of the modifications involves a mass addition to the beam, a mass 
proportional term was not used in the present study. The value of the stiffness 
proportional constant was chosen to best match the experimental damping loss factors for 
the first five modes. Figure 3.7 shows the comparison of DLFs calculated from 





Figure 3.7: Comparison between DLFs from experimental and analytical model results. 
It is to be noted that even if the value of a stiffness proportional constant is changed to 
match the experimental values with more accuracy, the relative change in DLFs of the 
modified beam w.r.t. the baseline beam will remain same for the particular modification. 
Hence the deviation of the analytical model results seen in the Figure 3.7 is acceptable. 
 
3.3 Thermography Testing 
This section provides a detailed discussion for the motivation of thermography tests, 
test setup and procedure. 




























As explained in the previous chapter, cellular resonators were created on the 
composite beam by drilling holes on one of the face sheets of the beam. The air trapped 
inside the hexagonal cavity provides additional stiffness when excited at the resonant 
frequency and attenuates the sound and vibration energy. This energy is dissipated in the 
form of heat which is expected to be seen as a rise in the temperature of the surface of the 
beam. In order to get more insight into functioning of created cellular resonators, it was 
necessary to observe the temperature difference across the surface of the composite beam 
if any when excited at its natural frequencies. If the proposed hypothesis of the 
functioning of the resonators is true then one should expect a temperature rise around the 
holes. The purpose of the thermography testing was to study the relationship between 
temperature changes on the surface of the beam and the damping phenomenon of the 
cellular resonators. A detailed description of the test setup and procedure is given in the 
following section. 
3.3.2 Thermography Test Setup 
The composite beam was fixed in the fixture same as that for the impact testing. An 
IR camera (FLIR A325sc) was mounted on a tripod with its axis perpendicular to the 
surface of the beam. A macro lens with focal length of 50mm was used whose field of 
view was 16mmX12mm which was sufficient to capture four holes on the surface of the 
beam. The placement of the IR camera was chosen at one of the anti-nodal locations of 
the fourth mode since the significant increase in DLF was obtained for the fourth mode 






resonators are explained in the next chapter. The schematic diagram of the placement of 
the camera with respect to the entire beam is shown in Figure 3.8. 
 
As seen in Figure 3.8, a small red circle represents the area captured by the IR camera in 
actual testing conditions.  
In order to understand the functioning of the cellular resonators on the beam when 
exposed to the acoustic vibrations at frequencies equal to its natural frequencies, an 
acoustic exciter was used as a source of excitation. A function generator was connected 
to the exciter which provided a constant amplitude sinusoidal excitation. The distance 
between the diaphragm of the acoustic exciter and the surface of the beam was kept as 
minimum as possible from the available space constraints. The least possible distance 
between the diaphragm of the acoustic exciter and the beam was one inch. An axis of the 
IR camera and the exciter were carefully aligned in order to capture the thermal image of 
the part of the beam experiencing the maximum vibrations. The experimental setup for 
the thermography tests with the acoustic exciter is shown in Figure 3.9. 
Figure 3.8:The schematic diagram of the location of IR camera. 
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Figure 3.9: Experimental setup for thermography test with the acoustic exciter. 
The exploded view in the Figure 3.9 shows the axial alignment of the acoustic exciter and 
the IR camera. 
Similarly, in order to understand the functioning of the cellular resonators to the 
structural vibrations, the beam was set in vibrations by using an electro-dynamic shaker 
as a source of excitation. All the other testing conditions such as the placement of the IR 
camera, amplitude and nature of excitation provided by a function generator were kept 
same as those for the acoustic excitation case. The vibrations of the diaphragm of the 
shaker were transmitted to the beam by a flexible shaker probe made of aluminum. The 
schematic diagram of the thermography test setup with the electro-dynamic shaker is 





Figure 3.10: The schematic diagram of thermography test setup with the shaker. 
3.3.3 Thermography Test Procedure 
The test procedure followed in thermography tests by both acoustic exciter and electro-
dynamic shaker performed on the beam with the cellular resonator concept is as follows: 
1. Thermal data was first acquired without any excitation applied to the beam. Each 
thermal data measurement consists of a temperature measured at every pixel of 
the area in the field of view of the IR camera. The total available pixels in a single 
frame were 320X240 pixels. The thermal data was acquired for 6 seconds at a 
frame rate being 60 frames per second. This highest available frame rate and the 
higher data acquisition time were selected to obtain the average temperature value 
at every pixel from a bigger data set with minimum variation. Thus 360 frames 
containing the temperature data at excitation frequency equal to the natural 
frequencies of the beam contributed to a thermal data set at the corresponding 
frequency. In other words, the thermal data of the beam without any excitation 




2. Next, thermal data was acquired while the beam was excited at its first five 
natural frequencies using the exciter. 
3. At every pixel within the frame of the camera, the average temperature value was 
calculated from the available 360 temperature values at the corresponding pixel. 
In this way, the data set was created for a single representative frame with the 
average temperature values calculated at each pixel. 
4. The difference between the temperature values of the representative frames 
obtained from steps 1 and 2 was recorded at every pixel. 
5. The same set of experiments was carried out on the baseline beam i.e. the beam 
without any perforations.  
The results from these two types of experiments are presented in the next chapter. 
To summarize, Chapter 3 gives an explanation of the experimental and analytical 
approach followed for the impact testing as well as the motivation and experimental 
approach for the thermography tests. The results of all the tests performed according to 





CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
A detailed discussion about the experimental setup and procedure as well as the 
analytical modeling approach for impact testing and thermography test procedure is given 
in the previous chapter. In the present chapter, experimental and analytical model results 
are presented. This chapter is divided into four sections. In the first section, 
characterization of a baseline beam of aluminum honeycomb sandwich composite 
structure is provided. Subsequent sections discuss the results of the two modifications of 
mass addition and cellular resonators on the composite beam. 
4.1 Composite Baseline Beam Characterization 
When a composite beam was placed in the fixture, care was taken while tightening 
the bolts joining the top plate to the main fixture so that the honeycomb core in the 
clamped part of the beam did not deform. This was necessary to avoid any differences in 
the calculation of DLFs from different FRFs arising because of the change in boundary 
conditions at the clamped end. Figure 4.1 shows the actual placement of the composite 





Figure 4.1: The composite beam with fourteen impact locations. 
The impact locations are marked on the beam same as that of Figure 3.2. Following the 
procedure for impact testing described in the Section 3.1.2, the FRFs were obtained for 
the composite beam at all impact locations as shown in Figure 4.2. Different colors 
indicate the FRFs for different impact locations. 
 
Figure 4.2: Magnitude of FRF at fourteen impact points. 
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The frequencies at which peaks in the FRFs are observed correspond to the natural 
frequencies of the modes of vibration of the composite beam. In order to identify the 
exact values of natural frequencies from fourteen impact data sets, mode shapes were 
plotted at observed peak frequencies in Figure 4.2. Five frequencies are identified in the 
frequency range of interest corresponding to the peaks whose values are shown in Figure 
4.2. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 include sub-figures in which normalized deformation of 




Figure 4.3: Mode shapes for the first four modes of vibration of the composite beam. 








































































































Figure 4.4: Fifth mode shape of the composite beam. 
In this way, a modal analysis of the aluminum honeycomb sandwich structured 
composite beam was completed. As explained in the Chapter 2, the half power bandwidth 
method was implemented on the obtained FRFs to calculate the damping loss factors of 
the first five modes. Figure 4.5 shows the calculated values of DLFs for the fourteen 
impact data sets and the red line represents the average DLF values for each mode. 
 
Figure 4.5: DLFs for first five modes of composite beam. 
















































A significant deviation of DLFs calculated from individual FRFs to the average DLF is 
observed only for first and fourth mode. A possible reason for the spread in the DLFs for 
the first mode is expected to be a low signal to noise ratio in the lower frequency region 
i.e. 0-100 Hz. This is an inherent drawback of the impact hammer used. On the other 
hand, the deviation in DLFs observed for the fourth mode can be attributed to the nature 
of FRFs obtained from impact locations coinciding with either a node or an antinode of 
that mode. Figure 4.6 illustrates the difference in FRF near fourth natural frequency for 
the nodes and antinodes of the fourth mode. 
 
Figure 4.6: FRFs at antinode and node of the fourth mode. 
As seen in Figure 4.6, not only the highest value of the magnitude of the FRF is 




half power frequency band. Thus the deviation in the DLF observed at the fourth mode is 
justified and cannot be avoided if the half power bandwidth method is used. An important 
point is to be noted here about the location of the sensor as well. As in the current test 
setup (Refer Figure 3.2), the sensor was placed at point 3 which was near the antinode of 
the fourth mode. Thus the difference in the magnitude of the FRFs for the impact 
locations at antinodes and nodes is significant only for the fourth mode and not for 
second, third and fifth mode. This is also evident from the minimum deviation observed 
in the DLFs from their average value at the second, third and fourth mode. Keeping the 
sensor location same, the above problem was solved by choosing only one impact 
location for the remaining impact tests which satisfies the following conditions: 
1. The impact location should not coincide with antinode or node of the fourth mode 
of the beam. 
2. The DLFs calculated from the FRF from the impact location should be as close as 
possible to the average values of DLF for the first five modes. 
After repeating the impact testing and DLF calculations for all the impact locations, it 
was noted that the impact location indicated by a point 6 in Figure 3.2 fulfilled the above 
requirements and hence it was chosen as the only impact location in further testing of the 
composite beams and any modified beams. The average values of natural frequencies and 










Loss Factor (η) 
Damping Loss 
Factor for Impact 
Location at Point 
# 6 
1 71 0.0409 0.0502 
2 438 0.0155 0.0152 
3 1170 0.0089 0.0089 
4 2014 0.0244 0.0217 
5 3479 0.0169 0.0162 
 
In this way, the composite baseline beam characterization was completed. The effect of 
mass addition and the cellular resonators on the DLFs of the beam is discussed in detail 
in the next section. 
4.2 Concept of Mass Addition 
This section is divided into three subsections explaining the mass addition in 
experiments and analytical model followed by the results and discussion. 
4.2.1 Experimental Modification 
As explained in Chapter 2, the impact testing of a composite beam with a 5gm mass 
attached to its surface at various locations was completed. The percent change in DLFs 




calculated. The sensor location was fixed at point # 3 in Figure 4.7; a mass was added 
from this point onwards towards the free end of the beam. Since the deflection of the 
clamped end of the beam is expected to have relatively small amplitude, the effect of 
adding mass at the clamped end is expected to be insignificant. Thus in the present case 
any mass added at points 1 and 2 will not have a noticeable effect of the natural 
frequencies as well as the DLFs of the beam. The actual picture of the mass addition 
concept when the mass was added at point # 7 is shown in Figure 4.7. 
 
Figure 4.7: A composite beam with mass added at point #7. 
4.2.2 Modification in Analytical Model 
The effect of a lumped mass added on the beam was modeled by directly adding a 
mass at the translational degree of freedom (DOF) of the node corresponding to the actual 
location of mass addition. At the rotational DOF of that node, the moment of inertia of 
the added mass about the neutral axis of the beam was directly added. Referring to the 
global mass matrix for the beam as explained in the Chapter 3, the process of mass 
addition at any intermediate node # n is explained in the following expression. 
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where m is the actual mass added, which is 5gm in this case, and 𝑙 is the distance of the 
mass from the neutral axis of the beam, which is 0.00635m in the present case. It is to be 
noted that if the actual mass is added at the ‘𝑛’th node, its translational DOF corresponds 
to the ‘2𝑛 − 1’th row and column intersection and rotational DOF corresponds to the 
‘2𝑛’th row and column intersection in the global mass matrix. It was assumed that the 
added mass has a negligible effect on the coupling terms between translational and 
rotational DOFs i.e. the off diagonal terms in the element mass matrix of the node under 
consideration. The system of equation with modified mass matrix was then solved in the 
similar way explained in the Chapter 3. After implementing the half power bandwidth 
method on the calculated FRFs, the changes in the natural frequencies and the DLFs for 
each mass added location were compared with the experimental results. 
4.2.3 Experimental and Analytical Results for 5gm Mass Attached 
As the total mass of the beam was increased in this modification, the natural 
frequencies of the modified beam for each mode were decreased. The ratio of the natural 
frequencies of the modified beam with respect to those of the baseline beam was plotted 
for each mode. Each sub figure in Figure 4.8 shows the comparison between 
experimental and analytical model results for the variation of frequency ratio as a 








Figure 4.8: Comparison between experimental and analytical results for the frequency 
ratios of first five modes. 
 








































































































































































The following observations can be drawn from Figure 4.8: 
1. An excellent agreement between the experimental and analytical results is seen 
for the frequency ratio i.e. the ratio of natural frequencies of the modified beam 
with respect to the baseline beam for first five modes. 
2. The frequency ratio was the minimum if a location of mass is at or near the anti-
node of the corresponding mode. 
3. The frequency ratio was approximately equal to unity if the location of mass 
addition is at or near the node of the mode under consideration.  
The above observations lead to the following conclusions: 
1. The proposed method for incorporation of effect of mass addition in the analytical 
model mass matrix is accurate in predicting the change in the natural frequencies 
of the modified beams. The assumption of negligible effect of mass addition on 
the coupling terms between translational and rotational DOF of the node under 
consideration is valid. 
2. A significant drop in the natural frequencies is obtained if a mass is added at or 
near the antinode of mode under consideration. 
Once the change in the natural frequencies was studied in detail, the next step was to 
study the effect of mass addition on the DLFs for each mode. Similar to the frequency 
ratio analysis, subsequent figures from Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.13 compare the percentage 





Figure 4.9: Comparison of experimental and analytical results for mass addition concept 
for first mode. 
 
Figure 4.10: Comparison of experimental and analytical results for mass addition concept 
for second mode. 























































As seen in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, the trend of percentage change in DLF of the first 
and second mode as a function of the location of mass addition is irregular. The analytical 
results overestimate the percentage change in DLF compared to the experimental results. 
However for both modes, the trends observed in the experimental results are similar to 
those of the analytical model results. From both the experimental and analytical results of 
both the modes, it is seen that the DLF of the first mode increases significantly when a 
mass is added at points 9, 10 and 11. (Refer Figure 4.7). However DLF of the second 
mode is increased when a mass is added at points 6, 7, 11 and 12. Out of these points, the 
maximum increase in DLF of the second mode for both the experimental and analytical 
results is observed only at points 6 and 7 which correspond to the antinode of the second 
mode. In order to understand the effect of mass addition on the DLFs in further details, it 
is necessary to observe Figure 4.11 to 4.13 for higher modes. 
 
Figure 4.11: Comparison of experimental and analytical results for mass addition concept 
for third mode. 






























Figure 4.12: Comparison of experimental and analytical results for mass addition concept 
for fourth mode. 
 
Figure 4.13: Comparison of experimental and analytical results for mass addition concept 
for fifth mode. 























































Following observations can be made from Figure 4.11-4.13: 
1. Similar to the first two modes, the analytical model results overestimate the 
percent change in DLFs when compared to the experimental results. 
2. The overall trends in the percent change in DLFs for both the experimental and 
analytical results are similar to each other. 
3. In general, there is a decrease in the DLFs for the third, fourth and fifth mode 
independent of the location of mass addition. 
4. Similar to the frequency ratio analysis in the previous section, the percent change 
in DLF is negligible when the location of mass addition coincides with the nodes 
but minimum when the mass is added at or near the antinode of the corresponding 
mode. 
The possible explanation behind the difference in the experimental and analytical 
results for first five modes can be attributed to the stiffness proportional damping matrix 
used in the analytical model. In a classical Rayleigh’s damping model [26], a damping is 
given as 
[𝐶] = 𝛼[𝑀] + 𝛽[𝐾]    (4.2) 
where 𝛼 is a mass proportional constant which is zero in the present analytical model and 
𝛽 is stiffness proportional constant term which is selected to best match the experimental 




The relationship between the DLF, 𝜂  and the stiffness proportional constant, 𝛽  in the 
present case is given by  
𝜂𝑛 = 2𝜋𝑓𝑛 ∗ 𝛽                   (4.3) 
where 𝑓𝑛  is the natural frequency of ‘n’th mode of vibration. Thus in the present 
analytical model, the stiffness proportional damping term has a negligible effect on the 
natural frequencies of the lower modes. When the mass is added to the beam, damping 
and stiffness matrix of the beam remain unchanged in the analytical model and the 
change in the natural frequencies and DLFs observed is only due to the modified mass 
matrix. Thus the irregular trend observed in the percent change in DLF for the first two 
modes in the analytical results can be attributed to the stiffness proportional damping 
term used. However the same argument justifies the last observation made from Figures 
4.11-4.13. At the higher natural frequencies of third, fourth and fifth mode, the effect of 
𝛽 is prominent on the % change in DLFs. Thus a trend of maximum and no change in 
DLFs is observed for the mass added at the antinode and nodes of the mode respectively. 
Thus the following conclusions can be drawn for the concept of mass addition: 
1. The matching trends between the experimental and analytical results for the 
change in damping loss factors of modified beams with respect to the baseline 
beams for the first five modes validates the approach of the stiffness proportional 
damping term used in the analytical model. 
2. A 5 gm mass added to the beam with total mass of 60 gm at various locations is 
not an effective way of increasing the damping loss factors of the beam for first 




4.3 Concept of Cellular Resonators on the Beam 
This section is subdivided into three sections explaining the aspects of experimental 
and analytical model for this concept followed by the results from impact testing and 
thermography. 
4.3.1 Implementation of the Concept and Limitation of Analytical Model 
As explained in the Chapter 2, the holes were drilled on one of the face sheets of the 
composite sandwich beam manually. Figure 4.14 shows the actual picture of the beam 
after the holes are drilled. 
 
Figure 4.14: Picture of the composite beam with holes drilled on the top face sheet. 
The impact testing was carried out on the beam before and after it was perforated. Thus 
the change in DLF was calculated with respect to the same beam without any 
modifications. As explained in the Chapter 2, the air vibrating inside the cavities created 
on the beam provide additional stiffness to the beam vibrations and thus the improvement 
in the DLF was expected. However the analytical model is developed by considering only 
the structural vibrations of the beam and not the vibration performance due to the air-
structure interaction. Thus the effect of cellular resonators is not simply similar to the 
addition of stiffness elements at the nodes corresponding to the location of drilled holes. 
The analytical model used in the present study is therefore not able to model the effect of 




for the change in DLF for the first five modes of the beam. The impact testing procedure 
was slightly modified for this concept. A total of five impact data sets were obtained on 
the baseline and modified beam while keeping the locations of the sensor and the impact 
the same as explained in the Chapter 3. In this way two beam samples with the resonator 
concept were tested and the results of the impact testing are explained in the next section. 
4.3.2 Experimental Results of the Impact Testing 
In the concept of cellular resonators, the total number of holes drilled on one of the 
face sheets is approximately one fifth of the total number of hexagonal cells present in 
the structure. Thus the total mass of the beam did not change significantly even after 
drilling the holes. This is well reflected in Figure 4.15 where the frequency ratio, i.e. the 
ratio of natural frequencies of each modified beam with respect to its corresponding 
baseline beam, is plotted for the first five modes. 
 
Figure 4.15: Frequency ratio of modified beams with respect to the baseline beam for the 
first five modes for cellular resonator concept. 




























The following points are noted from Figure 4.15: 
1. For both samples of the cellular resonator concept, because the mass of the 
modified beam was slightly less than that of the baseline beam, the frequency 
ratio is greater than the unity for the first five modes. 
2. The values of frequency ratios for both the beam samples are equal to each other 
for the first two modes. 
3. The deviation observed in the frequency ratios for the higher modes for two 
different samples is within the experimental error limits. 
Similar to the mass addition concept discussed in the previous section, the percent change 
in the DLF was plotted for both the beam samples versus the natural frequencies of the 
first five modes. Figure 4.16 shows the calculated DLFs with an error bar corresponding 
to +/- 1 standard deviation for each beam. 
 
Figure 4.16: The percent change in the DLF for resonator concept for two samples. 






































It was observed from Figure 4.16 that the DLFs of the modified beam are increased 
for the fourth and fifth mode of vibration for both the samples of the resonator concept. 
The standard deviation of the DLFs calculated from the five impact data sets from the 
mean DLFs for the mode under consideration is acceptable within the experimental 
variations in the FRFs arising due to the variations in the amplitude of the impact force, 
location of the impact. It is also noticed that the percent change in DLF is greater for the 
second beam when compared to that of the first beam for all modes except for the first 
mode. However the overall trend in the percent change in the DLF is the same for both 
the samples with the first mode being an exception. Hence the mean value of percent 
change in the DLF of the first five modes of these two samples is considered for further 
analysis. The mean values of the DLF are represented by a black dotted line in Figure 
4.16.  
The following explanations are possible for the above observations: 
1. The positive value of the percent change in DLF for the fourth and the fifth mode 
might be a result of the additional damping offered by the air trapped inside the 
cellular resonator cavities. The air would then dissipate the energy in the form of 
heat. Additional testing is necessary in order to understand the exact effect of the 
resonators on the increase in the DLF for higher modes. 
2. The exact opposite change in the percent change in the DLF of the two beams for 
the first mode can be attributed to the low signal to noise ratio at the lower 
frequencies when using a modal hammer for the impact testing. This is reflected 




which is seen in Figure 4.17. The frequency range was kept 0-1000 Hz to show 
the coherence values specifically at the lower frequencies. 
 
Figure 4.17: The coherence plot at lower frequencies for the resonator concept. 
As seen in Figure 4.17, the coherence values drop up to zero for frequencies 
below 100 Hz. The first natural frequency of the baseline and the modified beam 
lie in this lower frequency region. Thus the variation in the percent change in the 
DLF for two different samples of the resonator concept can be a result of the poor 
impact data from which the DLFs are calculated. (The drop in the coherence plot 
observed near 500 Hz is due to the drop in the FRF at anti resonant frequency 
between the second and third natural frequency. It should not be related to the 
quality of the impact data at that frequency.) 





















If the proposed hypothesis behind the functioning of the cellular resonators is true, the 
dissipation of vibration energy by the air should be seen as an increase in the surface of 
the temperature of the beam when excited. Thus thermography tests are performed on the 
second beam sample with cellular resonators as explained in the Chapter 3. 
4.3.3 Thermography Tests Results 
As explained in the Chapter 3, an infrared camera was used to capture the surface 
temperature of the beam when excited at its natural frequencies. The thermography 
testing approach used in the present study differs from the conventional nondestructive 
technique of vibro-thermography. The latter approach is used to detect the sub surface 
defects in the material by detecting high temperature spots near the defects when the 
material is excited at higher frequencies. Thus from the vibro-thermography point of 
view, the holes created on the beam are the defects of the beam which are detectable by 
the IR camera without exciting the beam at all. The thermal image of the beam obtained 
without any excitation is subtracted i.e. the temperature value at every pixel of the 
thermal image without excitation is subtracted from the temperature value at the same 
pixel of the thermal image taken after exciting the beam at its natural frequencies. This 
process eliminates the temperature rise because of the heating near the defects i.e. the 
holes and the results indicate the temperature rise which is the effect of functioning of the 
cellular resonators only. The hypothesis behind the thermography testing might be 
extended by considering the contribution of the viscoelastic effects between the adhesive 
and the face sheets of the composite beam. To explore this phenomenon, thermography 




Each thermal image consists of 320X240 pixels and the color bar in every figure 





























































Mode 1 Mode 2 
Mode 3 Mode 4 
Mode 5 
69 
The results are then plotted for the modified beam excited by an acoustic exciter 
and by an electro dynamic shaker; the excitation frequencies being the natural 
frequencies of the beam. Figures 4.19-4.23 indicate the above results for the first five 
natural frequency excitations, respectively. 
Acoustic Exciter   Electro dynamic Shaker
 
Figure 4.19: Thermal images for the first natural frequency excitation.  
 

















































Acoustic Exciter     Electro dynamic Shaker 
  
Figure 4.21: Thermal images for the third natural frequency excitation.
  
Figure 4.22: Thermal images for the fourth natural frequency excitation.
  
Figure 4.23: Thermal images for the fifth natural frequency excitation. 
 
 



































































The following observations can be drawn from the above figures. 
1. Surface temperature of the beam did not increase when the baseline beam was 
excited at its first five natural frequencies. 
2. The four holes present in the frame of the IR camera are seen in the thermal 
images obtained after subtracting the thermal data of the beam without any 
excitation in case of the acoustic exciter results. 
3. It can be observed qualitatively that the maximum difference in the temperature 
for the entire surface is observed in the thermal images for the fourth and fifth 
natural frequency excitation in case of the acoustic exciter results. 
4. When the thermography tests were performed with the electro dynamic shaker, 
the temperature difference observed in the thermal image is negligible for the 
excitation frequencies equal to the first five natural frequencies. 
The following possible explanations behind the above results can be drawn based on the 
functioning of the cellular resonators. 
1. The effect of viscoelasticity on the increase in temperature is not captured by the 
thermography testing in case of a baseline beam. Thus the thermography results 
for the modified beam do not involve the viscoelasticity effects of the adhesive of 
the composite beam. 
2. The increase in the temperature of the beam surface in case of an acoustic 
excitation indicates the movement of the hot air coming out from the cellular 




3. For the acoustic excitation, the maximum temperature difference observed in the 
thermal images for the fourth and fifth natural frequency excitation can be related 
to the increase in the DLFs of the modified beam at the fourth and fifth mode 
which is seen in Figure 4.16.  
4. The increase in temperature observed in the thermal images for the acoustic 
excitation can be due to the viscoelastic effects between the adhesive and the face 
sheets of the composite beam partially. In order to correlate the change in DLF 
and the temperature difference, the normalized change in DLF from Figure 4.16 
and the normalized change in the temperature at a pixel corresponding to the 
center of the top left hole in the thermal images seen in Figure 4.19-4.23 are 
plotted for the first five modes of the modified beam as well as the baseline beam. 
This plot is shown in Figure 4.24 in which a red line represents the normalized 
DLF values while a solid black line represents the normalized 𝛥𝛥T values for the 




Figure 4.24: Normalized DLF of the beam and 𝛥𝛥T at the center of the hole for the 
first five modes. 
 
It is clear from the Figure 4.24 that the trends in the normalized DLF and the 
temperature difference are similar to each other except for the first mode. The 
similarity observed in the trends of normalized DLF and 𝛥𝛥T supports the 
effectiveness of the cellular resonator concept for increasing the damping loss 
factor of the beam. However a direct relation between the increase in the 
temperature and the increase in the DLFs needs to be explored further. 
5. It is interesting to notice a difference in the thermal images for the acoustic 
excitation and the shaker excitation. No significant temperature difference 
observed in case of the shaker excitation indicates that the cellular resonators are 
not activated with the mechanical shaker but become active for a non-contact type 





































acoustic excitation at the fourth and fifth natural frequency. It is also taken into 
consideration that the same beam when impacted by a modal hammer shows the 
increase in the DLFs at the fourth and fifth mode. This indicates that the 
impulsive excitation in case of the modal hammer activates the cellular resonators 
enough to have an effect on the DLFs but the harmonic excitation by the shaker 
does not work in the same way. The above statement is a hypothesis based on the 
results obtained and needs to be further explored in order to understand the 
difference in the thermal images for the different type of excitation. 
 
To conclude, the modal parameters of the aluminum honeycomb composite beam 
were identified. The effect of adding a single mass at various locations along the length 
of the beam on the DLFs of the first five modes was studied. The concept of cellular 
resonators was studied for the increase in DLFs as well as for studying the functioning of 
the cellular resonators by using thermography technique. After studying the two 
modifications on the composite beam, it was found that the concept of creating cellular 
resonators on the beam increases the DLFs for the fourth and fifth mode of the beam. The 
conclusions obtained from the present study and necessity of the future work is discussed 






CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
The goal of the present study was to study the effect of structural modifications in 
an aluminum honeycomb sandwich composite beam on the damping loss factors of the 
modes present in the frequency range of interest, 0-4000 Hz. The modal parameters, i.e. 
the natural frequencies and the corresponding damping loss factors, of the baseline 
composite beam were identified from impact testing experiments. The damping loss 
factors were calculated from the half power bandwidth method throughout the study. The 
effect of the modifications was presented in terms of the percent change in the damping 
loss factors with respect to the baseline composite beam. The following modifications 
were studied: 
1. An external mass addition at various locations along the length of the beam. 
2. Creation of cellular resonators on the beam by drilling holes on one of the face 
sheets of the composite sandwich beam. 
It was found that the damping loss factors of the first two modes of vibration for the mass 
addition concept were greater than those of the baseline beam when the mass was added 
between the center of the beam and the free end of the beam. However for the higher 





mass addition. The experimental results were compared with the analytical finite element 
model using MATLAB software. The similar trends in the experimental and analytical 
results for the frequencies and the damping loss factors of the modified beam were 
obtained. 
In the case of a cellular resonator concept, the increase in the damping loss factors 
was observed for the fourth and the fifth mode for two beam samples. The functioning of 
the cellular resonators was explored with thermography testing. The increase in the 
temperature of the beam surface near the holes was seen in thermal data acquired from an 
infrared camera. The similar trends observed in the normalized change in the damping 
loss factors and the temperature difference of the surface of the modified beam under 
excitation and no excitation state support the functioning of cellular resonators which was 
discussed in the Chapter 2. 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work: 
In case of the mass addition concept, the effect of mass addition in different forms 
needs to be studied. For example, the effect of the mass added as a constrained layer 
damping will be different than the effect of the mass added in terms of the particle 
dampers inside the cellular cavities of the hexagonal structure. These modifications need 
to be implemented at the manufacturing stage and thus are costly and time consuming. 
In the case of the cellular resonator concept, the difference in the thermal images 
obtained from the acoustic excitation and the shaker excitation needs to be studied in 
further detail. Also, to better understand the functioning of the activated cellular 





infrared camera. Identifying the exact correlation between the increase in the damping 
loss factors and the temperature difference of the beam surface when excited near the 
natural frequency seen in the present study would help in establishing a new technique of 
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Appendix A: Calculation of Parameters for Resonant Frequency of Cellular Resonator 
Volume of a hexagon is given by the following expression: 







ℎ  = Depth of the cavity = Thickness of the beam = 0.0127 m 
𝑙   = Face- face distance of the hexagonal cavity 
    = Cell Size of the Honeycomb Structure = 0.00635 m. 





Appendix B: MATLAB Function Code for Half Power Bandwidth Method 
function [zeta,fpeak,eta,Hwp]=HalfPower(H,f,p,q,lf,uf) 
  
%First find peak frequency 
Hpq(:,1)=squeeze((H(p,q,:)));   
% Hpq(:,1)=log(Hpq1(:,1)); 
  




























ylabel('FRF Magnitude (g/lbf)','fontsize',18); 
set(gca,'fontsize',18); 
  
%Calculation of DLF 
fpeak=wp; 
eta=(w4-w3)/wp; 
 
 
